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I. Introduction

Consider a Co-semigroup T(t) on a complete metric space X. In the study of the
dynamics of T(t), we are interested in the dependence of the long—term dynamics on a
parameter. Understanding this allows us to sensibly balance the accuracy of our models
against the ease of the mathematical analysis. It also alerts us to situations in which we
must be concerned with possible inaccuracies in model parameters. The relevant informa-
tion about the long-term dynamics is contained in the attractor. If we have a parameter
dependent semigroup T,\(t), 0 5 A 5 A, then we may have a sequence of attractors {AA}.
The first question we ask in the study of the long-term dynamics is “Are the attractors
{AA} continuous with respect to X?” In general, we expect to have upper semicontinuity of
the attractors if T,\(t) satisfy some basic continuity conditions (see [5]), however, we need
much stronger conditions to have lower semicontinuity. For example if the semigroup T0(t)
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has a closed orbit, this orbit might be broken by the perturbations '1"A(t) and the dimen—

sion of the attractor might decrease. One class of sernigroups for which we do expect. lower

semicontinuity however, is the gradient systems. In a gradient. system, we don’t have any
closed orbits. If a semigroup ’1‘(t) is gradient, asymptotically compact and if each of the
equilibria is hyperbolic and the set of equilibria is bounded, then the attractor is exactly
the union of the unstable manifolds. In this case, we might expect that if the pm'tin'hations
T,\(t) are continuous in A, then the attractors will be lower semicontinuous. This is the
question that we investigate here. In the next paragraph we define the technical terms
used in this paper and then we go on to discuss previous results and our results about
lower semicontinuity of the attractors.

A set A is an attractor for T(t) if A is the maximal compact invariant set which
attracts bounded sets under the flow. By attracts we mean that for any bounded set B,
dist(T(t)B, A) —> 0 as t ———> 00. We say that the family {AA} is upper semicontinuous in A

at A z 0 if for every 6 > 0, there exists a A such that A), C IVA-Ac) for all A 5 A where N,._ is
an e-neighborhood. The sequence is lower semicontinuous in A at A = 0 if for every 6 > 0,
there exists a A such that A0 C NetAA) for all A S A. If the sequence {AA} is both lower
and upper semicontinuous, then it is continuous. A strongly continuous Cl-semigroup is
a gradient system if each bounded orbit is precompact and there is a Lyapunov function
V : X —> Hf. in the sense of Hale [5]; that is V(.7:) is bounded below; V(:1:) ——> 00 as |az| —> 00;
for each 117, V(T(t))m is non—increasing in t; and if V(T(t).r) = V(rr) for all t then a: is an
equilibrium point.

In 1989, Hale and Raugel [7] proved a result on lower semicontinuity of attractors for
gradient systems. Basically, their result relies on four major hypotheses: the perturbed
semigroups admit “nearby” attractors, the equilibria are continuous with respect to the
parameter, the flow is continuous with respect to initial conditions and with respect to
parameters for initial conditions in the attractor, and the local unstable manifolds are
themselves lower semicontinuous. In this paper, we will discuss conditions under which
the unstable manifolds are lower semicontinuous. We will show that if we assume certain
uniformity conditions on the local unstable manifolds then continuity of the equilibria and
continuity of the flow with respect to initial conditions for initial conditions in the attractor
will together give us lower semicontinuity of the unstable manifolds. These results will
make it easy for us to obtain lower semicontinuity of the attractor for an example from
RFDE’s (retarded functional differential equations) and an example from parabolic PDE’s.
In neither case are the perturbations Cl; in fact, the perturbation in the PDE example is
singular.

One of the conditions on the local unstable manifolds that we will require is that
the local unstable manifold attracts the flow, as long as the flow remains in a certain
neighborhood of the equilibrium. This will be shown to be true under the same general
conditions which give us existence of the unstable manifold. We will discuss this in Section
IV. To look at the distance between the flow and the local unstable manifold, we will need
to be able to decompose the solution into part in the unstable manifold and part in the
stable manifold. To do this, we need a variation of constants formula in the phase space.
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While this is easily obtained for parabolic l’DE’s, it is not so easy in the case of RFDE’s
(here we will restrict ourselves to the case of finite delay equations, so the phase space will
be C := C([—7‘,0], Rn». For example, the variation of constants formula given in [6] is
not an equation in the phase space. For this reason, we will work instead in the dual of the
sun—dual of C, a la Clement, et al. [3] in this way we obtain a more practical variation
of constants formula without too much trouble. Hale and Verduyn Lunel [8] do obtain a
decomposition of the solution, but we prefer to work in CQ" (pronounced “C sun star”).
This is mostly a matter of taste.

In proving local attractivity of the unstable manifolds, it turns out to be practical
for us also to prove existence of unstable manifolds for the nonlinear problem along with
the facts that the nonlinear unstable manifold is homeomorphic, in a neighborhood, to
the linear one and that the two are tangent at the origin, etc, even though this has been
proved before (see [9] for the case of parabolic PDE’s and [6] for the case of RFDE’s). Our
proof will be very general however and though it will be given specifically for RFDE’s in
the context of the sun—dual—dual formulation, it is trivially adapted to any Co-semigroup
in a Banach space. To adapt the proof to analytic semigroups generated by parabolic
PDE’s is also possible; one must work a little to account for the fact that the domain of
the nonlinearity is in a fractional power space while its image is in the base space.

Next we will describe Hale and Raugel’s result in more detail and then give a more
technical version of our own result. We will then introduce the two problems to which we
will apply our result. A discussion of the sun-dual-dual formulation for RFDE’S will be
postponed until Section 111.

Let T,\(t) be a family of Cl-semigroups on a Banach space X for 0 g A 5 A . Suppose
that the semigroup T0(t) is a gradient. system, asymptotically compact with orbits of
bounded sets bounded. Suppose also that each equilibrium of T0(t) is hyperbolic and that
the set of equilibria, E0 = {¢10, quo, ..., ¢No}, is bounded. In this case To(t) admits a global
attractor A0 and A0 is exactly the union of the equilibria and their unstable manifolds.
Suppose that the semigroups ’l’,\(t) satisfy the following hypotheses.

(11) For each A > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U0 of A0, which is independent of A,
such that T,\(t) has a local attractor AA which attracts U0.

(12) If E,\ is the set of equilibria for TAU), A 6 [0, A], then there exists a neighborhood 0
of E0 such that 0 0 EA : {¢1,\, ..., qSNA} where each (7579, is hyperbolic and, for each j,
¢j,\ -—) (fijo as A —) 0.

(13) For each 45, the local unstable manifold at qu is lower semicontinuous as A ——> 0.
(14) For any 6 > O and to, T >_ 0, there exists A S A and 6 > 0 such that [|TA(t)y—T0(t):n[[ <

e for all t E [t0,7'], A S A and for all re 6 A0, y E .A,\ with [Ix — y|| < 5.

Then, according to Hale and Raugel, the attractors A), are lower semicontinuous as A —> 0.

For each qSJ-A, let SjA be the stable manifold for the linearized problem and Uj,\ be the
unstable manifold for the linearized problem. Let Pj,\ be the associated spectral projection
onto Up, and ij the spectral projection onto S'j)‘. Let Wj,\ be the unstable manifold for
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the nonlinear problem. rl‘here is a neighborhood N]; of (f)j,\ and a homeomorpllism aj)‘
which maps Nj,\ fl Wj,\ to Uji. We will be interested in the distance between the flow
and the unstable manifold. This distance is bounded above. by the distance from the
flow to the unstable manifold in the direction of the stable manifold, i.e. ||Qj,\’l'>\(t):1:0 —

aj,\(Pj>\Zl',\(,,):r:0)||. Under the same conditions required for existence of WjA and a”, we
will show that, for fixed /\, there are constants [3 and M such, that

lleA-TAU'lTO —— O'j,\(PjAT)‘(t)III0)H S Me‘fi"||Qj,\m0 -— (Tj,\(Pj)\.'Ti())|l (1.1)

as long as 7 3. (t).1:0 remains in a (5-ball of the origin.

In the case that (1.1) holds, we prove the following. Suppose the projections PjA and
Q,“ are uniformly bounded in A and the maps a” are Lipschitz with Lipshit'l. constants
independent of A. Also suppose that (5, the radius in which (1.1) holds, can be chosen
independently of A. Then, provided hypotheses (12) and (14) hold, (13) holds. In fact, we
can weaken hypothesis (14) to continuity with respect to the parameter.

With this result in mind, consider the family of retarded functional differential equa-
tions

0

rise) = — / g<m<t + enamdo (1.2).

where a,\ is in CZ([—r, 0], IR). It can easily be shown that the solution semigroup for each
problem (1-2)>. is C'1 (see [6]). If ag satisfies: a(—r) = 0,a(0) 2 0,5.(9) 2 0,6(9) 2 0, for
all r g 9 5 0, then we can exhibit a Lyapunov function for the problem (1.2)0 (see [5]) In
this way we can show that the limiting problem is a gradient system and exhibits a global
attractor. In fact, the conditions given by Hale and Raugel for the limiting problem are
satisfied. If a ,\ fails at any point to have these properties then a Lyapunov function is not
known. If a), however, is close to (10 in the Ll-norm, then we can use the results in [11]
and [12] to show that for small A, the problem (1.2)A will still admit an attractor and the
attractors are upper semicontinuous at A = 0 provided a,\ —> (L0 in L1. In fact, hypothesis
(H4) holds for all initial conditions. Since the equilibria of (1.2) ,\ are given by the zeros
of the function g, hypothesis (H2) also holds. Hence, we will be able to prove that the
attractors AA are lower semicontinuous at /\ = 0.

We will also consider reaction diffusion problems where the diffusion coefficient be—

comes large in a subregion which is interior to the physical domain. Suppose Q is a bounded
smooth domain in IR”, N 5 3 and suppose that the diffusion coefficient is very large in
subregions Qo‘j where each ngj is a smooth subdomain and Gov, fl QOJ- : (0 for i 96 j . Let
90 = glow and (21 : (2 \S20. Consider the parameter dependent problem

“i — Div(ae(rc)VuE) + Aug + flue) = 0, on Q
‘

3—1? = 0, on r (1.3).

au‘ _ _ . . .

am _ afi(m)(Vu,n) and where, for each 0 5 e 5 60, ca IS a regular bounded function
in Q satisfying 0 < mo S a€(.7:) for every rt: 6 S2 and 0 5 e 5 60. Suppose that a€(a:) —) 00

where
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uniformly on compact. sets of $20 and (Lc(.’17) —> (10013) uniformly on 521. Then the problems
(1.3)e will converge to some limiting problem (which we will refer to as problem (1.3)()) for
which n is constant on each of the subregions QM. Carvalho and Rodrigez—Bernal study
this problem in [I] and prove that the problems (1.3)5, 0 S e S 60, admit global attractors
and the attractors are upper semicontimious at r. : 0. Condition (H4) is also satisfied for
all initial conditions and condition (H?) is satisfied as well. Hence we can prove that, for
this problem also, the attractors are lower semicontinuous.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present and
prove the main theorem about. lower semicontimiity of the unstable manifolds. In section
III, we discuss the formulation of RFDE’s in the space CG” and we obtain the variation
of constants formula. In Section IV, we prove the existence of the unstable manifold
Wj,\ and the homeomorphism Uj,\ and we prove that (1.1) holds. The inequality (1.1) is

an assumption in the main theorem. In Section V, we discuss applications. In V.1, we
discuss applications to RFDE’s where the delay depends on a parameter and we discuss,
in particular, the example (1.2). In Section V2, we discuss applications to the reaction
diffusion problem (1.3).

II. The Main Theorem

Let X be a Banach space and let TAU) be a family of Cl—semigroups on X for 0 S
A S A. Fix an equilibrium qu and translate all the equilibria so that this equilibrium
is at the origin for the unperturbed problem. We will still use the notation ¢j,\ for the
translated equilibria. Then we have the following (we will use the notation presented in
the introduction for the stable and unstable manifolds and the spectral projections).
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the family of semigroups T,\(t) satisfies the hypotheses

(Jl) For any 6 > 0 and_tg,T > 0, there exists A S A such that I

all t E [t0,T], A S A and w 6 A0.
’A(t):1: — T0(t):r|| < e for

(J2) qfij)‘ is hyperbolic and for any 6 > 0 there is a A 5 A such that for all A g A,

||¢jx — ¢jOl| < 6-

Recall that Nj,\ is a neighborhood such that Wj,\ flNJ-A is homeomorphic to UjA flNJ-A.
Suppose the following are true for the projections and for the neighborhoods Nj)‘.

(J3) There exist positive real numbers p and q such that ||Pj,\|| S p and ||Qj,\|| S q for all
A S A

(J4) The Lipshitz constants of 034, 14”, are independent of A.
(J5) There exists a 51, independent of A, such that 35, (¢j,\) C Nj,\ for all A 5 A.
(J6) There exists a 52 and an M such that for all A S A the following estimate holds as

long as T,\(t):c0 6 B52 (¢j,\):

Iledetm — 01A(P1A'13A(t)fflolll S MfmllQJ-WO — ijtpszvolll
where fi 2 0 can depend on A.
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Let; 5 : 111in(r$1,62) and let, r : 1nax(l,p). Define /) _—_ 2‘}. Then the manifolds VPM ':
p j), 0 B,,(q‘)j,\) are lower semicontinuous at, /\ : 0.

Proof: Define VA :: VjA and drop all of the other j subscripts as well. Notice that if}, is

compact. We will show that. for any 6 > 0 and for any y 6 V0, there exists a /\ such that
we have y E NEH/A) for all /\ S ;\. Since V0 is compact, we can choose the parameter /\

independently of y, hence we will have that Vi) C N(_(V,\) for all /\ S /_\.

Choose 6 > 0. Define E :: 1nin(K,§) where K : 1 + Mq + 2MpLfi + M and
choose T > 0 so that 'I’g(—TT)V}) C B(410). By hypothesis (Jl) there exists /\1 such that
I'I'>‘(t)).T. — 7})(t ):rH < 6? for all t E [0, T], A 5 A1 and 51: 6 A0 and by hypothesis (12) there
exists a A2 so that m e B-_(d)0) for all A 3 A2. Choose A : 111in(/\1, A2).

Pick any y 6 VI). Define T :: ’1'()(—T)y. Then

(IMP VA) S d(yv,1‘>\(Tl-"7l +(1'(,1'A(T)III,VA).

Remember that “6317; (T).T — O',\(P_l’l ‘,\t).T()|| is an upper bound for the distance between
the flow and the unstable manifold. Using this and hypotheses((Jl), (J3), (J4) and (JG),
we get

dw, VA) 5 llT0(T)5’7— TAU l?” + llQATA (TlT— UA(PA TA (Tl-"Elli

|l7'b(’f)1”—TAT)(lffll|+Ml|QATTUA( 1A I)”
€+1\/I||Q,\n:||+M|lo,\(P,\T .’L‘)—O’,\(P)(d),\)+0')(( PAqSA) I]

é—t—M||Q,\'1-||+MLU “IA 55—1 (75AAl||+Ml|0A(PA¢A |l

6JerlQAmHTMLcrHPA-T—[A975A||+1\4l|<75A||

S6+MQ||1||+MPLal|~TT¢Al|+Ml|¢A|l

|/\

l/\

|/\

H.

Notice that or,\(P,\ 41A) = qS)‘ since d», is in both U,\ and W1. Also when we use these
estimates, we are assuming that. 7',\(T).T and PAID are in B5(q‘>>‘). We will verify this at the
end of the proof.

Now, using hypothesis (J2) and the fact that. $1: 6 Ba(¢()), we get

d(y, V1) 3 + MqE + 2MpLg€ + ME6

(1+ li/Iq + ZMpLU +1VI)€
6I/\

It. is easy to see that :1: E B,,(q5,\) since rt: 6 350750) and d),\ E BAT/10). Since ||P,\:n|| 5
.T|| this shows that PAm 6 B5(q‘),\). To see that 7‘,\(T):n E 350151), notice that 7‘,\(T).7: —

0)(T T” < — lhen, since '10(T ):r E B;_r((/>()), T,\(T).T E B%§_((f)0). Since do 6 Bg(d)()),
p

36
T,\(t)rn — qSAH <

4— + e

35 6
_4_T+Z—‘

56

I
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where the last estimate holds because we chose 7‘ 2 i.
This estimate holds for all /\ S A. We can obtain such an estimate for any y G V0 and

since V0 is compact, we can pick A independently of y. Hence we have the result. I
Now we will state the theorem for lower semicontinuity of the attractors. We will have

to combine the hypotheses (11) through (14) and (J1) through (JG).

Theorem 2.2. Suppose the Cl-semigroups T0(t) are gradient, asymptotically compact
and that orbits of bounded sets are bounded. Let A0 be the attractor for ']'(,(t). Sup—

pose also that each equilbrium of T0(t) is hyperbolic and the set of equilibria, E :
{q510, d>20, ...qSNO}, is bounded. Suppose that T,\(t), /\ S A, is a family of Cl-seinigroups
which satisfies the following.
(H1) For each /\ > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U0 of A0, which is independent of A,

such that TAU) has a local attractor A): which attracts U”.
(H2) For any 6 > 0 and to, T > 0, there exists /\ S A and 5 > 0 such that ||’1’>\(t)y—’1'0(t)rc|| <

e for all t 6 [130,7'], A S /_\ and for all a; 6 A0, y 6 A,\ with Ila: — H“ < 6.

(H3) Let E), be the set of equilibria of T,\(t). There exists a neighborhood 0 of E0 such
that 0 NBA = {¢1A,...,¢N,\} where each ¢j,\ is hyperbolic and, for each j, quA —> gbjo

as A ——+ 0.
(H4) For each j, there exist positive real numbers pj and qj such that ||Pj,\|| S pj and

lleAll S qj for all A S A.
(H5) The Lipshitz constants of aj,\, ng, are independent of A.

(H6) For each j, there exists a (51(j), independent of A, such that B61(¢j,\) C Nj), for all
A < A.

(H7) For each j, there exists a 520) and an M(j) such that for all /\ g A the following
estimate holds as long as T,\ (t).1:0 e B5,(¢j,\):

lleATA(t)-’Uo — ijleA73A(t)$0)l| S Me—mlleAfL'O — UjA(QjA-"Eo)||

where B 2 0 can depend on A.

Then the family ofattractors {AA} is lower semicontinuous at /\ = 0.

III. Unstable and Stable Manifolds for RFDE’s

In the next. section, we will show that (H7) holds under the same hypotheses which are
required for existence of the nonlinear unstable manifold and the homeomorphism. We will
give the proof for the case of RFDE’S since in that case, the set-up is more complicated. In
this section, we discuss the local theory for RF DE’s. In order to prepare the way for the
local theory, we will first develop the global theory and then give a variation of constants
formula for the nonlinear problem. As mentioned in the introduction, the usual variation
of constants formula is not actually a formula in the phase space C([—r,0], IR") if we
work instead in the dual of the sun—dual, a la Clement, et al., we can get a variation of
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constants formula in the phase space. ’l‘his will allow us to decompose the solution into
the part in U and the part in S. This, along with the fact that there is a lioineomorphism
from U to W, will allow us to get our hands on the distance between the flow and the
unstable manifold.

To begin, we will present the. linear theory. Then in subsection 1, we will describe the
sun dual spaces and their corresponding semigroups and generators. in subsection 2. we
will show how to formulate the linear and nonlinear problems in these new spaces and we
will give the variation of constants formula that. we will use in the remainder of the paper.
Finally, in subsection 3, we will give the decomposition of a solution in C.

Consider the retarded functional differential equation

mnzra mp
where MAO) z: u(t + 0), at, E C := C([-T,O],1R"), and L is a linear bounded functional
from G into IR”. Let TL(t) denote the solution semigroup associated with (3.1); that is,
if d) is an initial condition in C then the solution through 05 is given by ut(-; (75) : TL(t)¢.
TL (t) is a CO—semigroup. The infintesimal generator of TL(t) is

d_¢ _,.[A¢](9)={ge(¢) 92509“)

where D(A) : {qs e c : (15 e c and d3(0) = L(¢)}.

The spectrum of A is entirely point spectrum and u E a(A) if and only if

A(1/) := det(1/I — L(e"')) = 0 (3.2)

We refer to equation 3.2 as the characteristic equation. The roots of equation 3.2 have real
part bounded above and have finite multiplicity. If no roots of the characteristic equation
lie on the imaginary axis then we say that the equilibrium is hyperbolic. Suppose this is
indeed the case. Let F = {u : A(l/) = 0 and Re(1/) > 0}. There are a finite number of
eigenvalues in F, each with algebraic multiplicity k(u). Define U : UUEr/V' (A — 1/1)k(”)
and 5 so that C r 5 GB U. U and S will be called the unstable and stable manifolds,
respectively. Both U and S are invariant with respect to TL(t) and if P and Q are the
respective spectral projections then there are positive contants K and 7 such that

llT(t)P¢Il S Keltlchfill, t > 0

T(t)Qd>|l S Keltllebll, t< 0

We want to develop the local theory for the nonlinear equation

as) = Lu. + f(u,,) (3.3)
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where f : C —> IR", f((]) : 0 and Df(0) : 0 (if we are interested in a nontrivial equilib—

rium, we just make a change of varialnes to translate the equilibrium to the origin). We
denote by T(t) the solution semigroup associated with this equation.

1. The Spaces Coo and C®*

Equation 3.1 cannot be written as an abstract. equation in C. If we choose instead
to work in the phase space (709 :: {((r,q‘)) : 05 E C and (MO) : a}, then we can write
the equation as an abstract equation in the phase space. Define m :: (u(t),n,,) and
121m :: (Lut, at). Then

d A

557,71, 2 Lift, (3.4)

Notice that C is isometrically isomorphic to Coo with the norm

“(Mb)” = suptlel, |l¢llco}-

Unfortunately, we still can’t write equation 3.3 as an abstract equation in (799. We can
however write it as an abstract equation in C®* := IR" >< L°°([0,h],lR").
define f('vt) = (f(ut),0). Then

To this end,

d A A

———v, = L’U + 1),dt t c f ( f)

To develop a variation of constants formula from this abstract equation, we will have to
develop a bit of the theory of the adjoint spaces and adjoint semigroups. This theory can
be found in [10].

Suppose TL (15) is a Co—SGHligI‘Oup of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X.
Then Tflt) is a semigroup of bounded linear operators on X *, however the semigroup may
no longer be C0. For this reason, we define the subspace

X0 1: {m* E X»: :1if€“TE/(t)'z;* _ 3;*|l Z 0}
t

Of course, X0 is invariant with respect to Ti (t). If we denote by T]? (t) the restriction of
T}: (t) to X9, then T]? (t) is a Co—semigroup in X9.

Similarly, we can consider X 9" and TE*(t) and define

X66 :: {want 6 1Y>k>rzlt1i8||va *(t).'17** ~ $**” 2 0}.

Suppose j(X) is the natural embedding of X into X“ C X®*. Since To" (t)j(:r) =
j(T(t)rc), th) C X99. lfj(X) = X09, we say X is G—reflexive with respect to TL(t).
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if A is the generator of TL(t), then A* is the generator of TIT/(t) in the weak* sense.
That is

l
D(A*) : {III* E X" : 1361202“le — :r*,:r> exists for all 3: E X}

and if m" E D(A*) then

1
*:*. :' —T*t.,*—:7*.,.(A 13,73) lgigt< LUT MT)

It can be shown that D(A*) : X9. We define A0 to be the part of A" in X9; that is

D(A®) : {x6 e D(A*) : A*rc® e X9}

and if (1:9 E D(A®) then AQmQ : A*m®. Then AC9 is the generator of ’1‘1'f)(t). Similarly.
we can define A®* and A99. It is important to note that if we perturb the generator A

by a bounded linear operator, this does not change the spaces X 9 and X99.

The spaces 099 and C'@* above are obtained from C’ and TL(t) in exactly this way.
The generator of TL(t) is the sum of the generator of the shift semigroup and a bounded
operator which depends 011 L. The problem m(t) = 0 has the shift semigroup as its solution
operator. According to the above remark then, the sun-dual with respect to TL(t) is the
same as the sun—dual with. respect to TZ (t) where Z is the zero operator. We will denote
by A Z the generator of TZ(t).

D<Az) = M e c : 4X0) = 0}

If (1) E D(AZ), then Azqfi : qb. Below we will list the various dual spaces of C with respect
to ’1‘Z(t). More details can be found in [4] or [15].

We will take for the dual space of C, C" : NBV([0,h],HZ”); that is, the space of
normalized bounded variation functions. We will write (m*,.’c) for zv*(:17). Then if f e C"
and (15 E C, we define

h,

< f,d> >= ¢(*9)df(9)-
0

LFrom this we can find A" ;

e

Dela) = {f e c* : f(0) = f(0+) + / g(0)d0,g 6 NM ,g(h) = 0}
0

and A*Zf : g for all f E D(A%).

If TZ (t) is the shift semigroup then

(meow): {5mm 318 .
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Notice that Tat) is not C0. T; (t) is C0 however in

-9

CC9 = {f E NBV : f(0) = f(()+) +/ g(0)d0,g E Ll,g(0) : 0 for a. a. (r 2 h}
- 0

Elements in Ge are completely specified by f(0)Jr 6 IR” and g 6 L1(1R+,11?,”). In fact,
CO is isometrically isomorphic to IR” x L1 with the norm

”(6,9)” = |0|+llgll1

and so we will think of elements in Ge as pairs (0, g) 6 IR” >< L1. In this now ion,

Tg(t)(c,g) : (a +I g(o)drr,g(t + 0)

where we think of g as being extended to (h, 00) by 0. A? is the part of A} in C(9 so

D(A%)) = {(c,g) : g 6 AC (112+,IR”)}

and A%(c,g) = (g(0),g)-

Since CG 2 H2" >< L1, we will take CC” to be IR" >< L°°. The norm in C®* will be
given by

l|(a,¢)l| = Sllpllal, ||d>||ool

and the pairing between elements of CG" and CC9 will be given by

h

(la,¢),(c,g)>=ac+
0

¢(—9)g(9)d9.

Next we find A? and T?*(t).

D042”) = {(a,¢) : ||<15||0° is finite and (15 is Lipschitz with ¢(0) = a}

and A2*(a, (75) = (0, (15). The solution operator in C@* is T?*(t)(a, qb) : (a, (b?) where

¢$<9>={z“+9) 251.
T7?" is a Co-semigroup in

096 : {(a,d>) : (15 e C,d>(0) = a}.

Since COO is isometrically isomorphic to C, C is sun—reflexive with respect to Tz(t).
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2. Formulation of (3.3) in CO“ and the Variation of Constants Formula

The equation :i:(t) : 0, with solution semigroup ’I.'Z(t), can be written in C9“ as

d
,

—'1;t : A914.dt

Equation 3.4 can be written as a bounded perturbation of this equation

(1
*

$401,204? + B)11L

where B'vt, : (Lu,,,0). The solution operator ’I’L(t) can be written as a pcrtm‘bat ion of
Tz(t) as follows. Remember that the sun-dual space with respect to '1'L(t) is the same as
that with respect to Tz(t). 1qu E C (Coo) then

-a

TL(t)¢ : TZ(t — s)¢ +/0 T?*(t — T)B(TL(T)¢)dT.

TL (t) is a Co-seinigroup in C. Each of the elements in this equation: TL(t)d), ']‘Z(t — 3)q5

and [J TZ *(t — T)B(’1‘L(T)d>)dr are in C. However, this is an equation in C®*. We must be
careful about the interpretation of the integral in this equation. Suppose f 6 Ce. Then

f. l,

(f 7'§*(t—T)B(TL(T>¢>dr,f>= / <B<TL(T)¢)J'§(t—r)f>dr

Let A z: A?“ + B and let A be the generator of TL(t). Then A is the part of A in X;
that is

A A

D(A) : {m E D(A) : A11: 6 C}

and if 11; E D(A) then Arc : Arc (recall that D(B) = C and D(A2*) C C99 = C).

The nonlinear abstract equation corresponding to (3.3) is

d A A

all}, I A’Uf‘ + f(’U1,) (3.5)

This is an equation in the larger space C'Q", though in, itself is in C. The solution operator
for (3.5) can be given in terms of the variation of constants formula in CQ". We now write
u(t) for fut.

u(t) = TL(t — s)u(s) + [ITEXt — T)f(U(T))dT (36)

Again, each of the elements in this equation, u(t), TL(t— s)u(s) and f; TI?*(t—T)f(u(7'))d7-
are in C. However, the equation itself is an equation in C@*.
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Since we will be considering projections of it onto the stable and unstable manifolds,
we want to understand how bounded operators act 011 the integral term of (3.6). if U :

C" ——> C" is a bounded linear operator and also If : C(9 —> C9 then
4,

A ' AL/ 7'1?*(t—T)f(:r:(7))drz/ L®*'1'®*(t TW( ))(1.T. (3.7)

3. Decomposition of the Solution in C

Just as in the case of the RFDE (3.1), the spectrum of A is entirely point spectrum
and l/ E J(A) if and only if 1/ satisfies (3.2). Hence, we similarly obtain the decomposition
of CO" into the spaces U®* and SO" and we obtain the associated projections P®* and
QQ". The spectrum of A (the part of A in C) is exactly the same as the spectrum of A.

The gene1alized eigenspaces associated with A and A are also the same; in particula1, if
1/ E 0(A) then N(VI — A®* —— BY“: N(VI — A)’° fo1 any k. Hence we also obtain the
decompostion of 099 (G) into the stable and unstable manifolds, U<DO (U) and 599 (S)
and we obtain the respective projections PiDo (P) and (299 (Q). It can be shown (see [4])
that P®*lc = P and Range(P@*) : Range(P). Therefore also Q®*|c : Q.

'lhe subspaces UQ“ and S®* are invariant with 1espect to 7’®*(t ) and its generator
A®*. On UO", TE*(t )—— flL(t ) and TL(t ) is a group. In fact, we have the exponential
dichotomy as before. That is, there are positive constants K, p and [5 such that

||TL(s)u|| 5 KepslluH s S 0,11 6 U
(3 8

||T9*u®*|| 5 Keflasllul] s 2 0,119” 6 S®*
' )

Now we can decompose the expression 3.6 into an expression for the part of u(t) in S
and the part in U. in the decomposition, we can use (3.7) since P" and Q" are bounded.
We also use the fact that T?" (t)|C 2 TL(t).

W) := Que) = Q@*utt) = Q®*Tr(t — Slut-9) + QQ" [1 To"(t — T)f(u(T))dT

= QTttt — SMS) + I Q®*T}?*(t — T)f(U(T))dT

: T_(t — s):1:(3) + [719W — T)Q®*f(u(’r))d7'

y/(t) :: Pu(t) —_- P@*u(t) = 1’®*’1‘L(t—s)u(s)+ P®* [f 7f*(t — T)f(1/,(T))dT

_—PTL(t — s)u s)+/ P@*T®*(t— T)f(u(T))dT
t

: T+(t — s)y(s)
(/+

Tf"(t — T)P®*f(u(r))d7'
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where T_(t) : ’]"L(t)Q and '1'+(t) : ’1'L(t)P. We should point out that each term in the
expressions for mtt) and 1/05) is an element of C.

IV. Existence and Attractivity of the Unstable Manifold

Now we will show existence and attractivity of the unstable manifold for the nonlinear
problem (3.3) This proof can be easily adapted to any CQ-sernigroup in a Banach space
(just. remove the “sun-stars”). It is also not hard to adapt the proof to analytic semigroups
generated by parabolic l’DE’s; we must work a little to account for the fact that the domain
of the nonlinearity is in a fractional power space while its image is in the base space. Herc,
though, we present the proof for the case of RFDE’s since in this case the set-up is most
complicated.

For any 6, define

WE = {di 6 C : ||P¢|| S e and ’1’(t)q5|| exists and is bounded for all t S 0}.

We will show that, for small enough 6, WE exists and is invariant under T(t). W6 is
homeomorphic to U in the ball BG of the origin and WE exponentially attracts solutions
for as long as they remain in Be. The size of 6 depends on the Lipschitz constant of f near
0; 6 must be small enough that the Lipshcitz constant of f in B6 is small.

To prove the general result, we will consider a sequence of problems
4,

me) = u: — size) + / T9*(t — T)gn(:v(T),y(T))dT

, (4.1)...

ytt)=T+(t—s)y(s)+ / Tf"(t~T)hn(mtr),ytr))dr

where for each n, the functions 9” and h”, are globally Lipschitz, but their Lipschitz
constants go to 0 as n —> 00. We will show that, for n large enough, there exists a
global unstable manifold IV = {q5 : T(t)¢ exists and is bounded as t —) —00} where W is
invariant, globally homeomorphic to U and globally attracting.

Such a sequence can be constructed from the original problem as follows. Let u(t)
be the solution to (3.5) in C. Denote by g(m('r),y(*r)) the projection Q@*f(u(7-)) and by
h(.’L‘(T), y(7)) the other projection P®*f(u(7')). Then g((), 0) z 0, h(0, 0) z 0, Dg(0, 0) = 0,
and Dh(0,0) _—_ 0 and

are) =m — S)m(8) + / Tire — wee), yendr
W) = '1‘+(t—S)y(s) + / Tm — Tint-m), yt'r))dT

8
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Now define

911073?!) : {gill/v, yrr)
1!

“172+ U” S 7&-

Slim, ,,,||$+y||l “L + U“ > H

and
1

“(my : {MW/2 1

H?“ + cull S 7him,W) ||m+y|| > z
The Lipschitz constants for g" and h", are just the Lipshitz constants for g and II. when
restricted to BL. That is ”gnu/1,21) -— 9n(?/2,22)|l g Lg”(|lyl — 1/2” —l— ||zl — 22”) and
”hull/1,21) — hum/2, 22)“ g L;,,n(||yl -— 1/2” + Hzl — 7:2”) and Lg" and Lh" go to zero as 7),

goes to infinity.

Once we have proved the existence of an N such that (4.1)n admits a global unstable
manifold for all 77. 2 N, the local result for the original problem is trivial if we choose

1
6 = —.' N

Remember that we eventually want to study the parameter dependent problem

’L'(t) = LAKUt + f,\(.'l7t) (4.2),\

so we will need the results about W to be uniform in the parameter A.

We will first prove these results for fixed L and f and then will point out the require-
ments for uniformity in x\.

Theorem 4.1. Consider the family of problems (4.1)n. Suppose that for each n, gn and
[in are globally Lipschitz and that the Lipschitz constants Lg" and Lh" go to zero as n goes
to infinity. Suppose there are numbers 7“ < 0 and 7+ > 0 such that 0(A) fl [7‘,'y+] : 0.
Then there exists an N such that for n. 2 N, the problem (4.1)n admits a global unstable
manifold W = {45 6 C : ||T(t)q’>| exists and is bounded V t 5 0}. W is invariant and there
exists a homeomorphism a : U —) W such that W : {(:r, y) : zr : a(y), y 6 U}.

Proof: We will use Mg" and Mn" for the maximum values of gn and hn respectively. Mg“
and Mn" will also go to zero as n goes to infinity.

Define the class of functions

Cum) = {01 U —> S: |l|0l|I1= $23 llfftulll S D and NOW) — 0(y')l| S 5lly — y’ll}
y

This will be the class which contains the homeomorphism we seek. Next, for fixed 7', 77 E U,
and a E C, define

t

W) =M — en + / Tf*(t — Slhn(0(y(8)),y(8))ds
T

11“) =11
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for t S T. g/(t) is a solution of

d ,
W” = Am, + lz,,,,(0(:l/l),m)‘ in, e U.

Since U is finite dimensional and mm is obviously bounded for all t, y(t) exists and is
unique for all t < 0. So we can define the map G(U)(n) : U —> S as

G(o)(71) : / We — ewe/ls», y(-¢))d5~
'—00

Notice that, by (3.7), PG(0)(77) : 0, so G((r)(71) does indeed have range in S. We will
prove that G has a fixed point in C.

First, to see that G'(U)(7)) is bounded in U, we use the estimates (3.8).

T ‘T KMKe‘fi(r _ 3)M'g"ds g KMgn / (wands = fig"
—00

We can pick 174 large enough so that M n
is small enough so that ||G(a)(1/)|| S D for all

n 2 77,1. Next we want to show that G(a)(7)) is Lipschitz in 77 and that G’ is a contraction
on C. We will show these simultaneously. Denote by y’(t), g/(t) with a and 7) replaced by
a’ and 7)’. We will first need an estimate of ||y(t) — y’(t)||.

IIG(0)(n)I| s /—OO

Il'y(t) — y'(t)||
s T+(t — on — T+(t — on’ll

+ ll [TEW — Sl(hn(0(y(3)),y(5)) — hn(0'(fl/(S)),y'lsllldsll

S Ke”(’"”l|n — 77’ll + K /'T e”("“")llhnlatyl-S’h, ill-50) — hn(0’(y’(3)), y'(«‘3))l|d~S

S [fem—fill?) — 7I'll + K [T CPU—”Lb." (“Git/(3D — 0'(y'(3))l| + lly(3) — ”Ll/(Slll)

S K€”("_T)|l77 — 7I'll + KLh" [T e”(t—slflllfl — all” + (1+ (”HZ/(3) — y'(~9)ll)d3

S K8”"'"T)lln — 77’Il + KLhn f; e”("""’(1 + 5)|Iy(3) — y’(8)|ld8

I(Lh'n I p(f,-—T)
+—p—u|o—a m (l—e )

Then we can use a Gronwall type estimate (see Lemma 4.4 at the end of this section) to
get

||y(t) — y'(t)|| S K (“77 — 7)'|| + £2; lg _ g’|||> e—(r)—KL:.,. (1+§))(r—t.)
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Now we compute ||G(U)(1/) — G'(0’)(71’)|l.

”Gem — wam = || /_ We — -6')(r1n(ff’(y’(8)t rte» — gulch/Mt ;1/(H)))dsll

s My" / e‘fi‘T"“>(llo'<y’(s)) ~ a(y(s))ll + Uzi/(S) — news
5 My" / e‘fl‘f‘”’((1 + (slut/(s) — y(s)l| + lllv — fr’nws

S lilln— 77'll +12H|0 — ff'lll

where

11 : 1(2Lgn(l + 5) /T (i—fi(T_—S)(i~(p_KLh"(1+(s))(T—S)dh'
- —oo

__
KZL,,,,(1+5)

_ fi+p— I(L,,,n(1+6)

12 = KL / e—WH) (1 + Kéfiiu + (he—(“MM“MW-fl) (is
. n

' "00 p

= KL“, [T C—fi(T—fl)ds + Kngnfilll + 5) / e‘fi(T—9)e_(/)_KLhn(1+(s))(T—S)d3
P . _oo~—oo

KW 1+5zKL”" +
-""( )

fl p(fi+p—KL;L"(1+(5))
Now we can find an 712 so that 11 and 12 are small enough so that, for n 2 11,2,

IIG(0)(17)— Gto’)(n’)ll S filln — if“ + 9|IIU — J’IH

where 9 < 1. Therefore, for n, 2 N :: n1ax(nl, 712), G has a fixed point in C. We will call
this fixed point on, so 0,1(17) = G(o,,,)(n).

The homeomorphism on gives us the unstable manifold. That is, we will define W" :=
{(an(y), y) : y 6 U}. Now we need to prove that W” is invariant and the solutions in W”
are exactly the ones that remain bounded as t —> —00.

Let d) be an initial condition in W". We can write (1) as (an(Pd)), Pgb). A solution of
(4.1)n through (15 is

u(t) : T+(t)Pq5 +/ TEN“ _ s)gn(m(s), y(s))ds + /0”T+(t — s)h,,,(:l:(s), y(s))ds

Notice that when t z 0 this just becomes
0

um) = m + / Tim — smut-NS), ytsnds

= Pas + 0"th
: ¢_
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Using the estimate (3.8) on U, we see clearly that this solution is hounded. In fact any
bounded solution through d) can be written in this way. We just need to verify that
u(t) E W” for all t. The S component of Mt) is

4,

rc(t) : Q / T?" (t — S)gn(.7:(s),y(s))ds

: /‘ TEN (t " Slgnlmlsl» l/(Sllds : G(0)(yltl) : (Tull/(”l

Hence u(t ) 6 W7, and so W1, is invaiiant. I
Now we want to show that W” is exponentially attracting, at least for large enough

n.

Theorem 4. 2. Male emsts an N > N such that fm a solution l.tL( ) of (4.)l) ,, With 71 > N.
we have

||Qu(t) —— U,,((Pu(t))|| < Kc gf’lIQuw) — an(Pu(0))||
where K and [3 are as above.

Proof: Let (m(t),y(t)) be a solution of (4.1),,,, n, 2 N. Define £(t) = :1:(t) — an(y(t)).
We want to obtain an estimate for 605). To do this, we will need the following estimates.
Define

y*(s,t) : T+(s — t)y(t) + / T$*(s — 0)hn(a,,,(y*(9,t)), y*(0, t))d()
- 5

Notice that y*(t, t) = y(t). Then we have the following.

lly*(8,t) —y(S)|| = I|T+(8—t)y(t)+ / Tf*(S—9)hn (one (9 tlly(0 t))d9
- t

_ T+(.9 — t)y(t) — /3 Tf‘(3 - 0)hn(m(9), y(()))d()||
. f,

5 / I(e”(“"9)||h,,,(o,,.(y*(0,t)),y*(9,t)) — hn(-"7(9),y(9))lld0

g Kn." /eP(-fl—9)(1|an(y*(0,t))—-'v(0)ll + Ily*(9,t) — y(0)llld0

S KLhn / GAS—6) (“on(y *,(9 t)) “ ffn(y(9))ll "l‘ ”Gull/(9D _ 515W)”

+ Ily*(0 t)—.1/(9)ll)d9
-f -f.

< te+w)/ee"”n(9t whu+Km,/cflsmmwmw
8

So by Lemma 4.4, we have
t

ease—maHSKhn/e4c“efl“mwflWaew0
' 5
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For 3 S to S t, we also want. to compute

- s

||y*(s, t) — y"(s, tn)” : ||l'+(.s — t);1/(t) + / ’l'_|_(s —())lL,,,((f,,,(;1/*((),t)).g/*(().t))1l()
-I.

— ’1'+(s — t0)y(t) — / T+(s — 0)h,,,((7,,v(y*((), to”, y"((), t(,))d()|1
' I,“

= I

ftp

Ms — mm + / ’1'+(s — Omnwnwwo,mw, two — Ms —- run/mu
- l,

+ / '1'+(3 — 0)hn(0n(y*(0,t))’?/*(()»t)) _1171.(071(y*(0»t0))*!/*(()-tll))lld()
to

' to

we — t)y(t) + / mm — 0)hn(on<y*(0,t>>,w. Wm — mm
L

S 1{ep(s—9)

+1</‘ WP“)llhn(0n(y*(0, U), :1/*(0, tl) — hn(0n(y* (0, to)» y*(0, t0))<10||
to

e”(”_9)|ly*(0, t) — :u*(0,to)lld9
4,0

S Ke”(”_"°)||y*(t0, t) — y(t0)|| + KL;,,"(5 +1) /
So, again by Lemma 4.4,

I.

||y*<s,t) — y*(s,to)u 3 Km" /.[,0 e—(p—Kbhn (1+6))(9_3)ll5(9)lld0-

Now we are finally ready to estimate ||£(t)||. To do this we will estimate z(t) z:
llflt) — T—(t — mam)”.

20) = |l~'"(t) — Un(:1/(t))— T—(t — to)(-7?(t0) - Juli/GOD)”
J.

’1‘_(t—t0):v(t0)+/ 7’9*(t—T)gn(:v('r),y(7))d7
.t,0

“ UHUJU” _ T— (t _ t0)m(t0) + T—(t _ t0)0n("J(t0))|l
l. 'L

= ||/ 7’9*(t—T)9n(fv(T),:1/(T))dT— /_ T9*(t_T)gn(an(y*(7_vt))’y*(T’t))dT
to

+ T_(t — to)/ 7’9*(to — T)gn.(0n(y*(fl to)), y*(T,to))dTll
—00

f

= ”.t TEN“ — T) (gn(-’U(T),y(T)) — gvz(01L(y*(T>t)),:l/*(T,ill)“

40
+ ./__ [119*(t _ T) (gn((7n(y*(7-, t”) y*(7—7 t» _ gn(0n(y*(7—> 1:0”, ?/*(7', toll) dT”
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Now we apply the (3311111111103 (3.8) and use the fact 1.11111. 9 is Lipschilz
-1,

z(t) S KLgn / G"fl("’r)(llffl(T) — 011(11*(T1t))||+Ily(T)—11*(T~t)ll)d'f
' "0

"(1

+1ng1/ e‘m'”)(“Gnu/Wt”)—011.(11*(T1to))||+||11*(T1t)—11‘(T-to)|l)dT
-—oo

-1 .1,

5 KL!” /fl(1fl("’ T>H£(T )||dT +Kl1gn(l +15) / rz"fl(""T)l|;1/(T)—;1/*(T,I,)||(I,T
1- In - In

4.0

+11’Lg,,(1+5)/ -:(-—9'Tng 1.11)—11*(.111,)u111
-—:x1

-I.

zKLgn/ (1—9("-T)||5(1)u111
I’ ‘()

~I, -I.

+1<Lg,,(1+15)/ (flu—”111114 efW—KLhn(HOW-T)11510)||1111111
4,0
4 .1

“I‘KLgnU +5)/ c—fiU—flK'Zl/h” / (i_(/)_KL""(1+6))(9—T)”£(0)||d()d7'
I - T

-l.

s 1119” / (3-99-91151r1udv
. to

f, -6

+1<3Lg L1, (1 +5)amt—”1140491"<1+9>)(9—T)||g(0)||1111111
-In'
I

“(919,111 1+15))/ [Oe-9“ 1)6+” “Lhn<1+9>><-9 1 ||§(11)||111119
to 00

and so
I

111) s KL11 / e”9“-T’uemudr
. 1,0

+K3 Lg,,LII,.((”+5 / /ioc"m"T) —(/1—KL1:.1(1+5))(9 fingwdeg
I,

-I.
0

:1<L,,,,/ e*9("~T>||5(r)u111
' In

43 ,11 Lg,,L11,,(l + 5) / C—flI.C—(p—I(Lh" (l+6))6||£(0)He(fi+p—KL1,"(1+6))6d0
1” + f) _ I{L[,,n(l + 6) - 1-0

where the last. estimate holds provided 71 is large enough that; [3 + p — KL}, (l + 6) > 0.
Now we have

’9110t, K3L L (1+5)t (KL l—fi("_T)
‘ —g”_h'"____z<>_ 1,1, Hfmndmfl 1111 1111

<K/,(—9'9>n§(0 )||1111

‘0
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where,
K 2

(K3 * 1(2)L.(11|Lhn (1 + (5) + (/j _ /))1{L.(_In

[3 + p —1<t,,,,,(1 + 5)

Now we can finally write this as an estimate for ||£(t)||.

t

Il£(t)ll s K / 'e—fl“-9>||£<0>ndo+
.t0

T—(t — T)€(to)||

If we now apply Lemma 4.4, we get

MW)“ 5 f<e<K-fi>“-‘°>”atom.

To complete the proof, choose N > N so that K 5 g for all n, 2 N. I
To get these results globally in the parameter A, it is clear from the above estimates

that all we need is to require the exponential dichotomy to be uniform in A, the s1,)ectral

gap to be maintained for all /\ and the Lipschitz constants Lg" and Lh" to be uniformly
small in x\, at least for n large. Recall that g(:17, y) : Q@*f(:t' +11) z Q®*(f(rc + y), 0) and

hay) = Pow +11) = were + gm). Since IIQ®*II = ”can and ”Pen = ”PM, the
Lipschitz constants of g and It being small in B i (0) C C®* is equivalent to the Lipschitz
constant of f being small in B%(0) C C (notice that ”PM = ”P * || 2 ||P®|| : ||P®*|| 2
||P®®|| = ||P||). Hence we have the following hypotheses which replace hypotheses (H5)
through (H7) in Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the following are satisfied for the family of problems (4.2) ,\.

(K1) There exists an n 2 N such that the Lipschitz constant of f,\ in the hall of radius 117

of the origin in C can be chosen indepemlently of/\.
(K2) There exists 7+ > 0 and 7‘ < 0 such that for every /\, 0(A>\) fl [7_,7+] : (0.

(K3) There is a K > 1, fl > 0 and p > 0, all of which are independent of/\, such that

||T(s)m|| 5 Kepercll 3 5 0,11: 6 U

|T®*rc®*|| S Ke‘fiSHmH s 2 0,rr;®* E S®*

Then, for fixed (in, there exists a 5 such that for all A, W), O 35 (ah) is homeomorphic
to U), 0 B5(d),\) and, as long as u,\ (t) remains in B5(¢,\), then

lleu(t) ~ UAlPAMtllll S K€“%"||Qw(0) — aleATLlollll (4-3)A

Also, the Lipshitz contants L,7 can be chosen uniformly in A.

We conclude this section with a statement and proof of the Gronwall type estimate
that was made use of in the above arguments.
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Lemma 4.4. Let (1, and b be real valued and conthzuous for 0 S t g T and suppose

b(t) S L/ I)(0)d() +u(t), () St g T. (4.4)
- I,

Then
_T

b(t) g L/ (L(())eb<"—">(io+(i(t). (4.5)
t

Furthermore, if a(t) is a decreasing function then

b(t) S a(T)eL(T_") — / o(())eL(9"')d() g (L(t)cL(T_l') (1.6)
n f,

Proof: Let
“T

[(t) : L / b(0)d(}
. 1.

then
(I

a(emntn 2 Jane“.
Therefore

[(t) 5 L/ a(0)eL(6"‘)d().
- t

LFrom this inequality and (4.4) we obtain (4.5). Integrating (4.5) by parts, we get (4.6).
I

V. Applications

To apply Theorem 2.2, we must know that the unperturbed semigroup T0(t) is a C 1-

gradient system, asymptotically compact, and that orbits of bounded sets are bounded.
It must also be true that each equilibrium is hyperbolic and that the set of equilibria are
bounded. The perturbations T,\(t) must also be C’ 1-sen1igroups. Then we must verify
hypotheses (H1) through (H4) of Theorem 2.2. Notice that to verify (H4), we only need to
Show that either ||P,\|| or llQAll is uniformly bounded, since if one is the other necessarily
is. Finally we must verify hypotheses (Kl) through (K3) of Theorem 4.3. If there is a to
such that the semigroups {TA(t)} are compact. for t 2 to, then condition (K3) in 'l‘heorem
4.3 is implied by condition (K2). So to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, we would
just need to show that the gap persists under perturbation and that the nonlinearities have
uniformly (in A) small Lipschitz constants near the equilibria.

1. Retarded Functional Differential Equations
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For finite delay equations in C([—r,0],11i’.”), the operators ’1'(t) are compact for t 2 1',

so we need only verify conditions (K1) and (K2). For delay equations where only the delay
depends on the parameter, it is not hard to satisfy condition (K2). Consider equations of
the form

U-U

.'i3(t) = h </ g1(.'1:,,(0))d1)1(()),.../
—1' ' —7'

9k(flft(0))d7lk(0)>

where the functions 771, mm. have bounded variation. Then it is shown in [13] that if there
is a gap in the spectrum for the limiting problem, then it is maintained for small A provided
the measures dnj converge weakly.

Now we consider the example we presented in the introduction

-0

:i:(t) : —/ g(:r:(t + ()))a>\(0)d0 (5.1),\
_1'

where (1.0 satisfies: a(—-1‘) = 0,a(()) 2 0,d(0) 2 O,ii(0) Z 0, for all 7' S 0 S 0. Suppose
also that g 6 Cl, the set of zeroes of g is bounded and finite, (LA —+ (1.0 in L1, and finally
[[a,\[[1 5 M for all A for some M > 0. If we define mt(0) : $(t + 9) for all 0 E [—T, 0], then
we can think of the solution (ct as being an element of C([—-r,0],1R).

The equilibria are exactly the constant functions whose values are the zeros of g. In
the notation, we will make no distinction between a zero of g and an equilibrium point,
unless it is necessary. If ft: is an equilibrium with g’(:r) 76 0 then m is hyperbolic. We will
assume that this is the case. Then the limiting problem satisfies all of the hypotheses
of Theorem 2.2. Also, each equilibrium m0 is stable if g’(m0) > 0 and unstable with a
one-dimensional unstable manifold if g’(m0) < 0.

It was proved in [11,12] that for A small enough the problem (5.1) ,\ admits an attractor
AA. Each attractor is “almost global” in the sense that for every bounded set 1" E C and
for every 6 > 0 there exists a /_\(F,€) such that for all A S A, w,\(1“) C N6(.A0). The
family of attractors {AA} is upper semicontinuous as /\ —) 0. In [11,12] it was also shown
that, provided a)‘ —) (10 in L1, then the flow is continuous with respect to the parameter.
The continuity is uniform in bounded sets and in compact intervals of time. Also the
flow is continuous with respect to initial conditions, uniformly in x\, uniformly in compact
intervals of time, and uniformly in bounded sets of initial conditions. Hence (H1) and (H2)
of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied.

Since the zeroes of 9 do not change when /\ does, hypothesis (H3) is trivially satisfied.
Here we must show that (H4) and (K1) through (K3) hold. To verify hypotheses (K1)
through (K3) we must satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3. According to the discussion
above, we only need to verify the first hypothesis. To this end, consider the nonlinear part
of g near an equilibrium 3:0

3(3) Z 912) — 90170) — .(1'(-‘"0)(2 — 3-30)-
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Then‘ define
0

My» ____/ stpuinflnoyia
- —7'

We have the following Proposition

Proposition 5.1. Let Lf,\ be the Lipschitz constant of f,\ restricted to the ball of radius
f; of $0 in G. Then fo —> 0 as n —> oo uniformly in /\.

Proof:
-0

fuel — f,\(?/') = / (S(</>(0)) —s(1[1(())))u,\(())d(}
. —1'

()

= / gum» — game) — g’(-'vo)(<f>(0) — wwnfliwmv
__1-

z / g'(c)(d>(()) —1/)(9)) — g'(:170)(d>(9) —1,b(0))u,\(0)d()
_.1~

-()

z / (g’lc) — glifflol)(¢(0l — w(9))axl9)d9
_7-

where c is some number in the interval [2:0 — 5,11) + i] which we obtain from the mean
value theorem. Therefore

llfA(¢) — fx(¢)ll S l9'(6) — 9'(f1ro)lllflxll1ll¢ — 1PM-

Since we have assumed Ha,\||1 g M for all A and g E C1, we have the result. I
Hence hypotheses (Kl) through (K3) hold.

It only remains to Show that ||P,\|| is uniformly bounded. Of course, if g’(:r,0) > 0,
then P,\ E 0 and since the eigenvalues will not cross the imaginary axis for small A, we
are done. For the case when g'(:c0) < 0 we will make use of the explicit decomposition
of the phase space given in [6] In this case, there is one positive eigenvalue, V,\, and the
unstable manifold is the set of functions {acme : a 6 IR}. For the eigenfunction ¢,\ we will
choose a : 1 so that ||¢,\|| : 1. Let 11A be the corresponding eigenfunction for the adjoint
equation

-0

W) = — / you — (mamma-
_7-

Then 71543) = (Me—"A" for 0 S s S r. (yFrom now on, we will write l/ for V,\ to simplify the
notation. We will choose b,\ so that (11a, QSA),\ : l where

0 '9

(a,fl)l=a(0)fl(0)— /_
‘

/0 ae—Wedsaiwida
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Hence
1

1s =+.1 — l: ()e”9u,,\(())d(}

Then
PA!” = 4)A(7l’A, ”fli-

To fet an estimate for PA consider the f'ollowin r.E; 7
_

“PM“ = llvluurhl
»e .e

:17(0)b,\+/ b,\6"9/ e—u£m(£)d§e,\(0)d()
- ——1' - 9

S If"(0)l lbxl + 7‘llulllmlloolluxlli

S ll-WllooleKl +7'llflxll1)

s Ilmlloolbile + TM)

Therefore ”PA“ 5 lb)\|(l + Tllfl). Since b), S 1 for all A, we have the result.

Proposition 5.2. ”PA” is uniformly bounded in A and so (H4) holds.

Finally then we can conclude

Theorem 5.3. For small A, the problem (5.l)>\ admits an attractor AA which is “almost
global” and the family of attractors, {AA}, is continuous at A : 0.

2. An Example from Parabolic PDE’S

in this example we consider reaction diffusion problems for which the diffusion coeffi-
cient becomes large in a subregion which is interior to the physical domain of the differential
equation. That situation can be found, for example, in composite materials, where the
heat diffusion properties can change significantly from one part of the region to another;
that is, heat may diffuse much faster in some subregions than in others. We intend to
obtain continuity of attractors with respect to the attractor of a limiting problem which
was obtained in [1]. In this direction, this paper represents the continuation of the analysis
started in [l], where existence and upper semicontinuity of attractors with respect to the
attractor of the limiting problem has been established. In what follows we briefly describe
the problem following closely [1].

Let Q be a bounded smooth domain in IRN, N S 3, e be a positive parameter, m be a
positive integer, and $20 : Ulilglnj be a subdomain of 82 where Slgvi is a smooth subdomain
of $2 with QM fl 5200- : w, for i 76 j. Let 1‘ 2 Oil, PM : 052W and F0 = Ufa “OJ; these
are, respectively, the boundary of $2, QM and $2”. Denote by $21 the set 52\S20 and note
that its boundary is given by 0&21 : l‘ U Pu.
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Consider the family of parabolic equations
11,— Div(a (..)V11“ ) + /\1.1“ + f(11“) : 0, on Q

811“
_ 0, . 1"

(5-2)
, _, on
c)116

where 551: — a(.7:,)(V11 11), (16, 0 S e S 6.0, is assumed to be a regular bounded function
in Qsatisfying 0 < 7110 S a_:r(r) for every 7 6 $2 and 0 S 6 S 60. Assume that (1,(:1:) —> oo
uniformly on compact subsets of $21), as e —> 0, and 11,,(:1:) —> 11,1,(z1r) uniformly on $21 as
e —> 0.

Intuitively, we guess that for small values of e, the solution 11, of pro l1l11n1 (F1. 2) should
be app1oximately constant on (20 as time inc1eases 'l 1111 cfore suppose that 11'1 111111 1g1s
to some function 1.1, in some sense, and that 11 takessa time dependent spat inlh 1onst:1nt
value on 90 which we will call 1190 (t)

If we formally take the limit in problem (5.2), inside S21 we expect that
—Div(a0(m )V11) -t- /\11 —l— f(11)—- 0,011 $21

“811

0 77111
:0, 011 l“.

(911

m = a0(.7:)(Vu, FL). The constant 1190, however, may not be arbitrary. integrating
the equation in $20 and using the inward normal in the integration by parts, we obtain

011“ '
_/ 112; + + /\ / 116 + flu“) = 0

111, .110 07's 110 . no
and formally taking the limit and dividing by |Qel we have

.
1 811

Ugo—l-
lgTol [1(

0T?() + AUQO + f(uQ0)_— 0.

where

Thus, the limiting equation should be
—Div((10(.7: )V11) + /\u + f(11) : 0118210,

071

0730

UlQo :: 11520 on S20

2 0, 011 l‘

011
" -l- ———-— —l— A — 0.11520 “LA/1.1007”) Ugo + flag”)—

In fact, when m 2 1 the limiting problem should be
1.1, — Div(a,0(.77)Vu) + /\11 —t— f('u,) = 0 on £21

811
—-0 on 1"

8174)
r

.
- (0.3)

11mm. =.11QO_I. on Slg‘i, z: l,...,711
U.

u ,+———— 7+)«11 ,+ 11 ‘20 Q .’ '=1... .Q0“!
lQO1il

-/l:o,.'
07110

$20" f( $20") 011 011 l 7 ,77'L
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Assume that f : IR —~> IR is a Cl function satisfying the following growth condition

lim fl(s)|
2

Isl—boo enlfll

If’(s)| 3 MM |s|2), if n z 3

:(),V71>0, ifn:2

Observe that no growth assumptions are made for n z 1. Also assume that the
following dissipativeness condition is satisfied

lim inf f—(lL—H—M > 0
lid—+00 1.1.

Under these conditions Carvalho and Redriguez—Bernal prove in [1] that problems
(5.2) and (5.3) define compact. semigroups {Sc(t),t Z 0} and {So(t),t Z 0}, respectively,
on HHS?) and Hslzofm, where

11512062) = {u E 171162), u is constant. on Slo‘i, i: 1, . . . , m}

Moreover, they also prove that these problems have global attractors A6 and A0 and that
they are gradient systems in H1(SZ) and H5120(Q) respectively, in the sense of Hale H.

Their main result is the following.

Theorem 5.4. The global attractors, AG and AU, are upper semicontinuous at 6 z 0.

This theorem guarantees that hypothesis (H1) in Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. We will
now prove lower semicontinuity of attractors for the same problem concluding that the
family of attractors is continous at zero. This will be done by verifying that the remaining
hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are also satisfied.

In [1], they actually prove a little more than upper semicontinuity of attractors; they
also prove that
Lemma 5.5. lfu‘tt), t 6 IR denotes a solution of (5.2) in A6; then {if-(t), t E IR},._>0 is
relatively compact in H1(Q). Furthermore,

u“ ——> u in C(11?,,H1(S2))

uniformly in compact subsets of IR, where u is a solution of (5.3) in A0.

As an immediate consequence of the above result we have that the following corollary
holds.
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Corollary 5.6. lf’l',,(t) denotes the semigroup defined by (5.2) and 'Il,(f) denotes the How
defined by (5.3) Then {73,20 is contintms at zero in A“.

This corollary proves that hypothesis (H2) of 'l‘heorem 2.2 is satisfied.

Denote by 5.4, 0 < e S 6”, the set. of equilibrium points for (5.2) and by 50 the set of
equilibrium points for (5.3). Assume that. all the. equilibrium points for the problem (5.3)
are hyperbolic. 'l‘herefore, the problem (5.3) has a finite number of equilibrium points and.
since the solution semigroup is gradient, the global attractor Ag for (5.3) can be written
as

A0 = U¢E£0LV1L(¢)'

In what follows we prove that there exists 61 > 0 such that all the (‘(|llllllll'llllll points
for (5.2) are hyperbolic. We start. by proving the particular case of Lemma 5.5 mumrning
convergence of equilibrium points. Our first result gives us bounds for 55 uniformly in e,
0 < e _<_ 60.

Lemma 5.7. Under the growth and dissipativeness conditions above, the following esti-
mates hold

sup sup ||¢||me> < oo
“- ¢E€ (

and for every a S l
sup sup Holly? < oo.

5 ¢65e

In particular UE>0€G is a bounded subset ofH1(Q).

Proof: It has been proved in [2] that AG is bounded in L°°(Q) and that the bound does
not depend on the diffusion coefficient but only on the nonlinearity. Thus we have that
U6>0A€ is bounded in L°°(SZ) uniformly in e and the result follows. I

Using this result. we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.8. The sets ofequililn‘imn points 85, 0 S e S 60 are upper semicontinuous at
6 = 0.

Proof: Assume that we have proved that. the set {¢e}e>0, where (15... 6 5,2, is relatively
compact in H 1(52). Then, taking subsequences if necessary,

a, —> (to e Him).

It. follows from the fact that. jglafi(m)|Vd>|2dm is bounded that. the must be constant in (20
and therefore, (in) 6 11512062).

It follows from this that. f(gf>r,) —> f(¢0) and for any 1,0 6 11512062) we have that

/afiV¢CV1/)=/ aEV¢EV1/)—>/ (LUVQSOVd;
. Q,o . o.
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and we have that

/ a0V¢0VdJ + A/ (pod) + f(¢u)1/) z 0, V1!) E 118,062)
Q Q Q

or equivalently ¢0 E 80.

We now must prove that {d>,},_>0 is indeed relatively compact. in Hl(52). Note that
{¢G}E>0 is a bounded subset of H1(Q) and of L°°(S2). Thus { f (¢E)}c>0 is a bounded subset
in H1(Q) and therefore, taking subsequences if necessary, { f (¢E)}C>0 converges in L262).
Since, again taking subsequences if necessary, (be —> dm 6 113,062) weakly in H1m) and
strongly in L262), we have that (be 6 50 and

/ aE|Vd>fi|2 —> f(¢0)¢e = / aoIVd>ol2
. Q . Q - $2

01 II¢€||X 1 —) “QSOHX? .Therefore, ii¢fiiiul($2) —> “(fionlilan and (fir; —) if)“ strongly in Iflun
and W); }6>0is relatively compact in H1(Q).

Suppose that there exists a (5 > 0 such that for any 6 > 0 there exists 4»; E 55 which
is not in a 6—neigborhood of 50. Then, {¢6, 0 < e < 60} F1 50 = (0, which contradicts what
we just proved. I

This result implies that if Ar, 9 uf, —> uo 6 A0 in H1(S2) then u“(t,u6) —+ u(t,u0)
uniformly in compact subsets of IR.

Next we prove that there exists 61 > 0 such that all the equilibrium points for (5.2)
are hyperbolic, if 0 < e < 61. Let {QSEH} be any sequence of equilibrium points such that
$5" 6 56“ and such that $6" —> ¢0 E 50 in H1(S2). It follows from the results in [14] that
the eigenvalues N2 of the problem

— Div(a€(rc)VuE) + Aug + f’(qb€)uC = nfiue
Bu
8136

converge to the eigenvalues “6 of the problem

— Div(a0(:c)Vu) + Au -l— f'(¢e)u -—- nu
an
a— — 0

1 Bu
I-Q—OI

F0
8—7"0 + AUQO + f (<f>0|no )Uno—— Hung

Therefore, since $0 is a hyperbolic equilibrium for (5.3) we have that (be is also a hyperbolic
equilibrium for (5.2).

Since the set {55,60 2 e 2 0} is upper-semicontinuous at zero we have that, given
6 > 0, there exists 61 = 6105) > 0 such that SE is in a 6 neighborhood of 50, for every
6 < 61. This proves the following result
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Lemma 5.9. Assume that all the equilibrium points for (5.3) are hyperbolic. Then, all
the equilibrium points for (5.2) are hyperbolic, 0 < e < 61.

Remark. Let (750 E 50; then, for 6 small enough, there may be only one equilibrium point
of (5.2) in a 6—neighborhood of d)“.

We assume that given an equilibrium point (in) for the problem (53) and (5 > 0 there is
an 62 > 0 such that (5.2) has an equilibrium point in a 6 neighborhood of qSo for 0 < e < 62.
With this assumption and the above remark, then (H3) holds.

rl’he hypothesis (H4) is trivially satisfied since the projections onto the. linear unstable.
manifold have finite rank and the eigenfunctions converge in H 162). Since TU) is ('()111-

pact for all t > 0, we don’t need to verify (K3), and (K2) is clearly satisfied since the
eigenvalues converge. We have left then to verify (K1). That is, the Lipschitx constants
of the nonlinearities in (5.2) are uniformly close to zero in a small neighborhood of the
equilibrium.

Lemma 5.10. Let {¢6,0 < e < 60} be a sequence of equilibrium points of (5.2) that
converge to an equilibrium point dig of (5.3). The Lipschitz constant of the map 92 :

H1(Q) —> L262) given by
93“) (117) = 94-73, “(mll

where g6(:v,s) = f(s) — f(¢6(.17))—— f’(q56(:n))(s — ¢E(:E)) in the ball of radius 3; tends to
zero as n —) oo uniformly with respect to 6.

Proof: Let u and u be points in H1(Q) in a ball of radius i- around (150

new) — giwlllizm) = unu) — f(v) — f’(¢.)<u - UllliZm)

= ffllflutwn — f(v(fv)) — f’(<f>e(m))(u(m) — mum-r

: [9/0 W“) ‘W") “ “(mm ~ f’weewdtlue) - v(m)|2dm

s (jg (feline-r)—t(u(rn>—v<m>>>—f'(¢.(:v>)12dt>%dm)% (/Q mei—venfidmf

S K <./Qlf'(u(z) — t(rc)(u(rc) — vtmlll — f,(¢e(m))]3dm)
3

”u — Ullulm)

S LEM“ — Wilmer),

|ks7

where,

2
3’

Le = K (f [WM-T) — “what-T) — ”(in)” — f’(<l>o(w)) + f’(¢o(-’El) — f'(¢e($))l3d$>
Q
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Then, since (1). —> (be in H1(Q) as e —> 0, we have that L6 is small in the hall of radius 5;

uniformly in e and the result is proved. I
The hypothesis (K2) and (K3) are easily seen to be satisfied from the convergence of

eigenvalues. This verifies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 and the following result holds.

Theorem 5.11. The family of attractors {AechO is continuous at zero.
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